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Project Reports
Sunstoves Namibia
NatureFriend Safaris has been in existence since 1996 and has over time grown
into a medium sized company with its own fleet of vehicles and planes. Even
though the idea to get involved in a goodwill project has been with us for a good
number of years, it is only now (2009) that we eventually have the resources
(both financial and otherwise) to put it all into action. One problem was to
identify the right project.
When approached for donations (and the approaches are many in our part of
the world) we have always had the same concerns. We have now taken those
concerns and addressed them in detail
− I want to know exactly where the money is going to
− I want to rest assure that the project is managed well and not for
anybody’s personal gain
− Financial transparency is imperative
To answer those concerns, we have asked Nedbank to become an official
partner. They have agreed to register a trust and appoint a trustee out of their
management structure. Leander Borg (MD of NatureFriend Safaris) will be the
second trustee, and Andy Welzig (senior partner of Neuhaus and Company) has
agreed to be the third trustee, so that he can voice an audited opinion in his
private capacity. You are welcome to read more about the trust document on
this site.
Secondly, we have created a separate account for this project. The profile
number is XXXXX and every client that has donated money will be able to have
insight into the account to see all incoming funds and of course to question any
expenses. Financial transparency we feel is of utmost importance.

www.sunstovesnamibia.com
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WHY SUNSTOVES

The impact of the project is twofold at this stage. We have identified meme
Nailoke who has been trying to make a small business out of building and
selling sun stoves. Her business has however not really developed its potential
due to basic challenges like cash flow, lack of raw materials, transport trouble
and poor marketing. With our input (over and above placing regular orders for
stoves) we can support and grow her business. Call it a mentorship.
FUND GENERATION

NatureFriend Safaris has donated N$ 50 000 to kick start the project. Nedbank
has paid for the trust registration and is providing free of charge banking. Each
client that books a safari through NatureFriend Safaris will automatically
contribute N$ 150 towards the project. Unless they specifically object to it.
Additional funding will be through external development funds, fund raising
events and tapping into existing funds from banks and businesses. Individuals
will also be able to “adopt” a stove. Every stove does have a number so that we
can keep track of where and when they were delivered. Clients can thus buy a
stove (N$ 2100) and can then, through the stove number, get more information
about the whereabouts and beneficiaries of that particular stove.

www.sunstovesnamibia.com
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Partners
NatureFriend Safaris
www.naturefriendsafaris.com
Tel + 264 61 239643
P.O. Box 5048 Windhoek

NatureFriend Safaris has initiated the project and
put up N$ 50 000 as start-up capital. NatureFriend
gives management und logistical backup free of
charge. Every client travelling with NatureFriend
contributes N$ 150 towards the fund.

Leander Borg (Trustee)
Nedbank

Nedbank has paid for the trust registration and
provides a free-of–charge bank account.

www.nedbank.com.na
Maggie von Rhein (Trustee)
Lorentz Angula Attorneys
www.lorentzangula.com

Lorentz Angula Attorneys have done the trust
registration and all legal paperwork at a reduced
fee and will assist with future legal documentation
(contracts) free of charge.

Simon Steyn (legal advisor)
Grant Thornton and Neuhaus

Andy Welzig (senior partner) has agreed to assist
with free accounting opinion

neuhaus@mweb.com
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History
Where did you hear about solar stoves?
A group of eleven (11) German women came to Namibia in August 1998 which was
organized by Mr. Harald Schutt who was a volunteer of German Development
Services (DED) at Valombola Vocational Training Centre in the North Central
Region. Together with them we form 10 groups which stand in one Germany lady
and a Namibian lady to build a one stove for each group. After completing the
stoves, we also learn how to cook with it.

Why did you decide to start a business with solar stoves?
Thank you for the question: It was the chance came to my way and I decided to
take it up as it is. Even though, that time I was job less. After all I started to enjoy
my work and feel gaining more confident when I am talk about it, building and the
most when I am using it (cooking, baking and roasting)

Is there somebody or something that encouraged you to
start with the project (when? Please give dates) ?
Yes, in November 2001, Mr. Rolf Behringer who came after Mr. Schutt who made
everything possible for me. He observed my work and he was comfortable with my
practical activities and by that time he find me a donor to flew me to South Africa
to attend a world conference field testing result in South Africa and see how other
projects in neighboring country doing.
After this conference, I have seen and learn a lot and I realize that I am not alone
doing this, and it is the right thing to do and believe in myself that I can do it.

Do you have a workshop/office of your own that you are
operating from? what is your agreement?
Unfortunately, I did not own a workshop or office on my own. COSDEF and
COSDEC make it possible for me to be able to go on with my project, working in
their workshop and operating from one incubator within COSDEF premises. I
actually signing a one-year contract and can be renewed according to my
performances, means if my activities are not bringing the expected fruit they got
right to stop my operation from their premises. This is my second year here. The
agreement stated that I suppose to start paying at least 10% of my shop renting
www.sunstovesnamibia.com
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but, up to now I did not started yet. I am worried if it is not going to be expensive
for me later on.

How often do you sell the stoves (looking at the last 12
months)?
In the last twelve months, sales was not that good because I were struggling for
raw materials especial the solid wood. I can only able to sell only eight stoves. I got
the list of people who want to buy the stoves, but I cannot help myself to able to
build more stoves at a time. I tried to approach some of them to ask if they can pay
half of the price beforehand, but they refuse. Some foreign individual promise to
help but they never did up to now. They ask me to write a proposal about the
project, I do send the proposal and reply positive that I did the good job but still in
vain.

How long does it take to get one stove ready?
I need at least two days.

What sizes do you have?
Currently, I got only two sizes: Namely: Goat size- suitable for big family from 5 –
10 members and business wise. Chicken size: suitable for small family up to
4members single, travelers and experiments exercise.

What type of tools do you use when building to stoves?
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−

Circular saw or Table saw
Thickness planer
Drill machine preferable cordless
Jig saw
Sanding machine
Clamps
Try square
Drill and screws bits
Measurement tape
Hammer
File and Rasp

www.sunstovesnamibia.com
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Do you have all equipment needed for building the stoves?
No, I don’t.

Do you own all the tools
you use?
No, below are the tools I still need:
Circular saw
Thickness planer
Sanding machine
Long Clamps (like 1.5m length) And
G-clamps

Where do you get your wood/material from?
Boards and accessories, I bought them from local building suppliers (Build it).
Solid wood, from small business people in Rundu. I decided not to buy from
Windhoek because the Windhoek suppliers are also buying from Rundu.

How do you transport your wood/material?
Boards and accessories are delivered to my place by the suppliers locally on low
cost than the taxi fares. Solid wood sometimes the suppliers are delivering them
but most of time by courier services.

Do you have one supplier or more for wood?
At this moment I got several suppliers because I cannot rely on one supplier, I am
still figure out who can be my constant supplier depending on how they react on
quality, time and quantity.

How long does it take to get the wood?
It takes too longer than I expect. It is even go for more than three months. It is a
matter of getting transport permit.

What are your costs for the material that you use on one
stove? (be specific if you can).
Goat size – 568.40N$
Chicken size – 408.00N$

www.sunstovesnamibia.com
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Can you only build the stoves with wood?
Any other alternatives materials that can be used to build the stoves?
Up to now only wood can be used. I am busy trying to see if other materials like
plastic can be used. I am already step ahead to get the first sample of that plastic
bowl. The question here is: the means to go ahead because no way I can buy less
than 30 bowls. Sunstoves, a project in South Africa which also manufacturing the
Sunstoves are already using similar plastic and it works well, only the way they
fixed is not allowing this stove to finish the whole cooking. Somebody worried
about the poisonous or toxic that contained in the plastic if it can be passed to the
food during the cooking process. The right answer here is, plastic itself will not be
a part of oven itself but the out cover only.

How important is the installation of the stove ?
No, no, solar stove doesn’t need installation but insulation. The stoves required
insulation to keep the heat within during the cooking, baking and roasting process.

Is it possible to build the stove out of recycled material if
you get access to it?
Yes, it can if the recycling materials are suitable. But what kind of recycling
materials are referring to?

How many employees do you have?
I got one full time employee and three part time employees. I only hire them for a
specific job and time.

Did you train your employees?
Yes, I am training them. The full time one said she is not interested in knowing
how to build solar stove but only baking, cooking and other related. But I give her
all rights once she feel like to do it. Others I train them building the whole stove
and a bit on how to use the stoves. What else do you think I can train them?

Do you see a need for solar stoves in our country ?
Yes, if most people start using solar stoves, we will save our environment, money
and time. As we are leaving in the electricity crisis world, solar stove can release an
expensive cooking burden.

www.sunstovesnamibia.com
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What are your plans/dreams/vision looking ahead ?
Planning to offer more solar devices like outdoor lantern lamps and employ all my
part time employees so that I can able to attend my customer request and respond
on time.
The project endeavors to improve the living style of electricity crisis communities
by empowering them through the provision of affordable solar energy ovens and
lights and equipping them with cooking skills with solar stoves in order to reduce
their cooking costs, cooking time and save money from buying firewood and save
the environment.
Dreaming to became any independent business women but still working together
with communities to combat the desertification and encourage them to use a free
energy.

www.sunstovesnamibia.com
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Project Reports
05/03/12
SOLAR STOVE PROJECT REPORT ON THE EXP EDITION AT BRANDBERG,
UIS VILLAGE

Thursday evening, we left Windhoek for Brandberg, Uis Village. Everyone was
excited and looking forward to completing the task at hand which was basically
the solar stove project. The journey was tedious and tiresome but worthwhile, as
the saying goes, “NO PAIN, NO GAIN”. Thursday generally saw the checking in
to our respective rooms which were fully furnished and the comfortable. A
general discussion of the activities that were to take place the coming day were
drafted out and tasks were distributed to the respective members involved on
the project.
Friday morning around 6am everyone was up and ready to tackle whatever the
day throws to them and by 6:30 the breakfast tables were fully occupied and a
good breakfast it was with most of the nutrients and vitamins needed to start off
a day. An hour and a half later we went to meet up with the Pastor of who is
basically more informed of the happenings within the town and has a much
more direct interaction and association with the people of the town. We informed
him the purpose of our visit and our objective, which was to educate the
community on the importance of forestation, saving power and how
deforestation is bad for the environment, basically it was a mission on alerting
everyone to try and go green.
The Club was openly welcomed, and a great amount of hospitality was shown.
The Pastor alerted most of the people in the community about our mission and
wasted no time to invite them to his house so that we get to show, promote and
market the Solar Stove. Eben Nengola and Brian Sibanda, the two main
members of this project set the place on fire with an eloquent and descriptive
explanation on the group’s task, objective, mission and that Nature friend
Safaris was the Sponsor of this project. The people of the community were
interested in the project and wanted to get involved asking for the prices of the
stoves and further asking whether or not they would be allowed to pay for the
stoves in installments. The brochures we had made played a pivotal role in this
www.sunstovesnamibia.com
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expedition as they got to see the capabilities of the stove and the output
produced by it.
The Pastor opted for us to go the Small Chinese shop later on as there was to
be a lot of human activity by then therefore allowing us to market and promote
the stove on a much more extensive level. This was around 13:30 and the sun
was scorching hot which was a benefit for us as we were able to cook eggs for
the people within an hour thus allowing the community to have a taste of what
the Solar stove is capable of producing and how it functions.
Later on, we embarked on a small trip to the outskirts of Uis town where we
were humbly welcomed by the Damaras of that area. The place had no access
to electricity and therefore made our mission more relevant and important. The
elders appreciated the presentation we made there but since the sun was now
setting there was not enough time to practically show the people in the Village
the way the Stove works, but they got the skill needed to use the cooker. The
students got to get a small hint of the Damara tradition, culture and how they live
as they were taken into the kraals where they kept their goats, sat down on the
ground in a round shape and most of these acts were really fulfilling and
humbled most of the members.
The drive back to the Lodge allowed everyone to reflect on the day’s work, what
they have learned and to brace themselves for tomorrow.
Dinner was prepared by Axel, Esa and Taimie Nengombe and half of it was
great but the rest gave one of the members a light stomach ache, this comes to
show that some members really have to work on their cooking skills.
Saturday saw the early rising of the sun and the students at the usual time,
(06:00) and breakfast was nothing less than perfect as always. At around 09:00
the bus driver took nus to the Brand berg Mountains where hiking was to take
place and a lot of the members learnt a lot and how to work as a team as the
place is also inhabited by snakes, leopards thus making the group to work
together and try to abide by the laws enforced by the tour guide.

www.sunstovesnamibia.com
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Within a few hours the sun was already burning hot, but this did not make us get
sidelined from our task. A small supermarket next to the lodge where a lot of
people would come and buy their groceries allowed us to get settled and further
expose our project to the community which at the end of the day had seen the
sale of one of the Stoves for N$2100 with a complementary stove given to the
first buyer who was the owner of the Lodge we were staying at.
The Last day witnessed a lot but not as much as the other 3days we were in Uis.
We attended a church service which took on average 3hrs and the Club was
able to inform the community further on how they can use the stove and how
they can get one if they are interested. Mesha, a Malta’s member, braced the
congregation with her presence as she gave a breath-taking solo hymn and the
Secretary General of the Club, Thabani Ncube, gave heartwarming words of
wisdom which further uplifted the respect of the Club as it showed that we are
not only a Club but a community on its own.
Mr. Boois, one of the teachers at the school we were to sponsor the stove to
greatly appreciated the offer from the Club and Nature friends Safaris of the
stove and noted that the school will be too and acknowledged the fact that we
will be coming from time to time to check on the stove, how the people are using
it and whether it’s being handled properly or not. Our journey back to the lodge
allowed us to get exposed to the mines in the town and a beautiful sight it was.
The rest of the day was spent on the road as we journeyed back to Windhoek
with a smile on everyone’s face as this was a great learning experience and a
successful expedition.

www.sunstovesnamibia.com
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FURTHER REPORTS

Oshikango Solar
Stove Excursion
May 2013
Omaheke
Motivational Week
May 2013

Yet another journey into the lives of people as Maltas sets
off to the North to the Helvi Kondombolo Combined School
in Ongwediva, a Kindergarden called ‘Ama Gorases’ in
Ohangwena to donate some stoves,
Maltas partakes on a great endeavor to the Kalahari to meet
with the C. Heuva Junior Secondary School in Otjombinde
Constituency south of the Omaheke Region and the
Mokganedi Tlhabanello High School, situated 40km just
outside Gobabis to deliver donations, introduce the solar
stoves and hold motivational speeches to the scholars, to
inspire entrepreneurship amongst our future generation.

Malta’s in Tsumkwe Maltas travel to Tsumkwe to teach green skills at the
Community Learning Development Centre, educating about
starting a business and successfully managing them,
May 2014
presenting our solar stoves, and baking some solar stove
bread and eggs.

www.sunstovesnamibia.com

Oshikango solar stove excursion
Tour group:
Driver: Jackson Damaseb
Dr. Wilfred Isak April
Raymond
Wanangwa
Rhafick
Chanda
Ester
Alma
Tanaka

Cloete
Mhango
Jacobs
Daka
Ngwena
Ashipala
Nhika

Namibia
Zambia
Namibia
Zambia
Namibia
Namibia
Zimbabwe

Day 1: Thursday 9th May 9, 2013
Yet another journey into the lives of people as Maltas sets off to the North.
We started off from Windhoek at 05:30 am passing through Okahanja, Otjiwarongo, and Oshivelo to
arrive in Omuthiya at 12:00 pm.
On arrival, we met up with Principal of Helvi Kondombolo Combined School, Mr. Nangolo who led us to
the school as it was deep in the bushes. Our bus could not go there so we climbed on Mr. Nangolo’s van.
After about an hour we arrived at the school. Not everyone was there because this day is a holiday. Only
a few children could welcome us. Mr. Nangolo introduced us to the staff that were present and took us
to his office to tell us more about the school in detail for the quarterly newsletter. After the talk he
showed us around the school as we took pictures.
It did not take us too long before we were done. We then gathered with everyone and Maltas President,
Raymond Cloete gave a short speech or motivation. Tanaka Nhika then ended by explaining the Awards
project to everyone. We later took group pictures and waved Helvi Kondombolo Combined School
goodbye for now till August 2013.

School Profile:




Cattle farmers started the school in 1996.
Village: Dnambiga (First name of school)
‘Helvi Mpingana Kondombolo’ was the mother to the founding father.









Patron: Mr. David Namalenga
Current Principle: Mr. Nangolo (3years now)
School enrolls 380 children but 3 have dropped out. No learner failed April Exam.
14 teachers overall
Government provides food and 4 ladies from the community cook for the school.
Challenges: location; children have to walk (10km), other children have duties at home
Needs: a call for teachers; ‘education must be shared’

We later set off to find the place that we would stay in; ‘Afrika Stadt Haus Hotels’.

Day 2: Friday 10th May 10, 2013

As is famous with MALTAS, 05:00 was wake up time. We all woke up and went for a walk. After a bit of
exercises, we went to get ready for the day. We had breakfast when the restaurant place opened at
07:00.
Looking ahead to a great working day, we left Ongwediva at 08:00 to Eenhana to collect banners from
Nedbank and at 10:10 we headed to Ohangwena. In Ohangwena we went to the Kindergarten called
‘Ama Gorases’ to donate a solar stove sponsored by Nedbank. We met with the founder near
Ohangwena Research Centre, Ms. Lovisa Ndhafa Mbenzi who is currently working at there. Ms. Lovisa
explained to us about the kindergarten and what challenges are faced currently.
When we got to school, Ms. Lovisa took us around and we found four kids sleeping as it was holiday
time but as a pre-primary school, it doesn’t close as parents need somewhere to leave there kids.

Whilst the orientation was coming to an end, the a few members went to set up the Nedbank and
Maltas banners together with the solar stove. We then presented the solar stove, explained how it was
made and how it works, acknowledged the sponsors and handed it over to her. Ms. Lovisa expressed her
joy in few words. Her faced told the full story. In this we were happy once again to be a part improving
someone’s life.
After the school, we went to Ms. Lovisa’s office to see the place. We entered the library where we met
Erick, the librarian. The Research Centre has computers at another building that are available to the
public. The Research Centre has a new building under construction not far from the old one. We had an
opportunity to drive through as see this nice building. Further, Ms. Lovisa introduced her daughter, Ama
(14 years) of whom the school was named after.
Pre-primary school profile:





Started in 2009 by Lovisa Ndhafa Mbenzi who named it after her daughter Ama.
Currently, the Kindergarten has 70 kids and 3 teachers; the day care has 13 and 1 teacher. The
school has one general cleaner but the teachers make sure the school in clean daily.
The school is currently renting a place and is adjacent to a church near a high school.
English is strictly used for communication. This has showed impressive results and the school is
able to compete region wide.

As every job has, challenges faced by this school start from water. The school has no water and
therefore water has to be collected every day from the church for dinking, bathing the kids and washing
their clothes. The school wants to divide the hall into separate classes in a simply wall (out of wood or
cardboard) but there has been a delay due to lack of funds. Further, the toilets do not flash and for
security, every day the materials used are to be locked up in the evening and taken out in the morning
from the safe rooms that have burglar doors.

At 12.20, we were on the road to Oshikango and 10 minutes later, we arrived. We drove passed the
Angolan border and some of the members had an opportunity of walk over to see the Angolan side of
the border.
Just before 1pm, we headed into the town are to find a place to market the stove but before in the
middle of the set-up we were stopped by the police because we did not get permission. We then went
to the Nedbank branch there where we were given permission to put up the stand.

Solar Stove Promotion!
Once again Maltas is undertakes a project that promotes clean energy by using sun energy to cook food
in a safe environment.
The selling of the stoves was very interesting as we had to stop people whilst others stopped themselves
to see what we were marketing. The response was positive as most people were interested. Language
was a barrier as a lot of people were coming from Angola. It was good to have Alma Ashipala (Secretary
General) and Ester Ngwena (member) as Oshiwambo speaking people as they explained to the people
who could not understand English like the old men of the town. It was impressive to note that no one
complained about the price itself. Most people only complained that they had no money to buy it.
Further complaints were in form of the time that the food takes to cook. People noted that if they were
very hungry, it would not be very useful. Most of the comments however were positive as people
thought it was good to not use electricity and not collect firewood especially for children who are in
school and have to work at the same time. Others said that it would be good to take the stove to the
villages.

Looking Ahead
Maltas 2013 intends to return to Northern Namibia in late August 2013 with NatureFriend
Safaris, Kambwa Trading CC, Independent Caterers, Dinapama Manufacturing and Supplies and
Nedbank.

At 3.30pm we felt that we had accomplished for the day and packed up for the return to Ongwediva
arriving there at 4.45pm which took us straight to our rooms to rest until dinner.
Dinner time we went to buy food and there we had an overview of the day and talked about the
following day.

Day 3: Saturday 11th May 11, 2013

The day began with breakfast at 07:00am. We started off for Ruacana to see the famous falls and got
there just after 11:00am. This was a time we took off to enjoy and experience a part of Namibia that we
have not seen.

Ruacana Falls

At 1pm, we left to go back to Ongwediva. The drive seemed shorter as we got there at 3.30pm.
Just before 4pm, we managed to get an appointment with Mr. David David from Kambwa Trading CC in
Oshakati with Mr. Nangolo (Principle of Helvi Kandombolo) to speak to him about our various projects
and introduce him to Maltas. Our meeting with this busy man was greatly appreciated and the minutes
were taken down by the Secretary General, Alma Ashipala.
The meeting did not take long as by 4:25pm, we headed back to Ongwediva and rested in preparation
for supper at 8pm.
For supper, we bought supper and headed back to the guest house to close the day with an overview
meeting.

Day_4: 12th Sunday May 12, 2013
The morning began with the famous Maltas walk at 05:00am. People who were late had to pay a fine as
a punishment for being minutes late. Breakfast was at 06:45am after which we packed up and were on
the road by 08:00am saying goodbye to Ongwediva.

The Maltas Omaheke Motivational Week Report
Tour group:
Transport Specialist: Mr. Jackson Damaseb
Dr. Wilfred Isak April
Mr. David J Tjivava
Mr. Raymond Cloete
Ms. Alma Ashipala
Mr. Rhafick Jacobs
Mr. Wanangwa Mhango
Mr. Tanaka Nhika
Mr. Mike Mutseta
Sponsors: PVC – Academic Affairs
West Nest Lodge
UNAM Dean of Students
NatureFriend Safaris

President
Secretary General
Financial Manager
Vice-President
Member
Member
UNAM
Private Institution
UNAM
Private Institution

Day 1: Monday, 20 May 2013
Once again Maltas partakes on a great endeavor to the Kalahari.
We departed the UNAM campus at 18h00 heading towards Gobabis, aiming for West Nest
Lodge which is 165km from Windhoek, where we arrived at 20h10. We were welcomed by the
friendly staff of West Nest Lodge who had dinner ready for us and showed us to our rooms.
Right after dinner we had our meeting whereby we discussed our plans for the next day’s
mission.
Day 2: Tuesday, 21 May 2013
After a lovely night’ rest, at 06h00, we were woken up by the beautiful sounds of nature (the
humming of birds and the fresh aroma of the nature’s scent). After preparing ourselves for the
day, we went for breakfast at 07h00.
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Getting ready for a long day at West Nest Lodge

We departed at 08h00 from West Nest Lodge headed to our next destination, C. Heuva Junior
Secondary School in Otjombinde Constituency, under the Omaheke Region. Our main aim was
to deliver the books donated by our sponsor, NatureFriend Safaris, and also to impart the
leaner’s with enthusiasm to maneuver in the direction of their dreams against all odds. On
arrival, at 11h00, we received a warm welcome from the school board, the choir and also the
learners. After the wonderful melodies of welcome were sang, the Principal gave the opening
remarks about the school as well as the introduction of the School Board. Without wasting much
time, Mr. David Tjivava, who was also a former learner of the school and a representative of
NatureFriend Safaris donated textbooks to the School chairperson and making a remarkable
quote “this is not a right, but a privilege”, he also went on to encourage the learners to make
use of the material towards the realization of their dreams. Dr. April was then given the
platform to briefly talk about Maltas and its various projects throughout the year. Shortly after
the first motivational speech was made by the Maltas member Mike Mutseta followed by the
Vice President Wanangwa Mhango and finally summarized by Tanaka Nhika who in conclusion
talked about the use of the solar stove which was demonstrated in front of the school audience.

Maltas Secretary General Meeting the Principal of C. Heuva School
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In closing the ceremony the school chairperson thanked the University of Namibia, NatureFriend Safaris
and the Maltas club for taking their time and effort to visit the school and making a donation of the
books and also for the motivational talks to the learners.

School Board Chairman receiving book donation.

Day 3: Wednesday, 22 May 2013
The Final Chapter of the journey reached its end, as the Maltas club had one more attempt to inspire
and motivate the vibrant learners of the Mokganedi Tlhabanello High School, situated 40km just outside
Gobabis. At the break of dawn, we said farewell and parted our ways from the West Nest Lodge as we
embarked on our journey to the School for the Motivational Talk. Upon arrival at the school, we were
received with great gratitude by the Principal: Mr. Kavari and the staff members. Immediately we were
taken to the dining hall for some coffee as we awaited the learners to arrive and assemble as it was still
early around 07:20am. After our coffee we were ready to begin with the program.
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As the school sirens rang, they learners started gathering and assembling in front of the
th staff room. Our
program began with some songs by the school choir who later
later led us to sing the national anthem.
Opening remarks were then made by the Principal
Principal. The Maltas Founder later followed with the first
motivational speech for both the learners an
and the teachers. After it was Mr. David Tjivava and followed
by our own MALTAS members,, Mr
Mr. Mike Mutseta and Mr. Wanangwa Mhango.
Mhango The proceedings went
so smoothly and just according to the program and plan.
plan. Around 09:30 we were done addressing the
entire learners
arners of the school and soon after that we gathered the grade 10, 11 and 12’s to have a one on
one with them. The one on one session was interesting as the learners asked the Maltas team so many
interesting questions of which many where answered and they were so motivated and looked forward
to being at the University of Namibia in the near future.

In conclusion Maltas gave away drinks, fruits and water to the learners for all their eager and
participation during the motivational talk. This was a sincere donation that was made by the University
of Namibia Dean of Students’ office.
Maltas stretches it arms out once again. We came.We saw. We conquered (Samuel Jackson)!
Jackson) We were
on the road again at 10:45 making our way back to Windhoek as we had another engagement at 15h00.
15h00
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Last Moments with the entire School of Mokganedi Tlhabanello

Thank You to all
all our supporters: Maltas 2013
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Program for Motivation talk at Mokganedi Tlhabanello High School

Monday; 20 May 2013

17h00
19h00
19h30
20h00
24h00

Departure
Arrival at West Nest Lodge
Check in at Lodge
Executives training
General meeting

Tuesday, 21 May 2013
05h00:
07h00:
08h00:
09h30:
10h00:
14h00:
15h30:
17h00:
19h00:
22h00:
23h00:

Famous walk
Breakfast
C. Heuva Junior Secondary School visit (90km)
Arrival at school
Meeting and Hand-over of prizes
Return to lodge
Sleep
Executives training
Dinner
Story telling around fire
Sleep

Wednesday, 22 May 2013

05h00:
07h00:
08h00:
08h30:
12h00:
13h00:
14h00:
17h00:
19h00:
20h00:
21h00:

Running
Breakfast
Arrive at MDH (Morning devotion)
Motivation talk and Classroom visits
Depart for Lodge
Sleep
Executives training
Braai
Debriefing and problems from members
Light meal
Sleep

Thursday, 23 May 2013

05h00:
07h00:
09h00:

Famous walk
Breakfast
Depart for Windhoek

REPORT

MALTAS Teach Green Skills in Tsumkwe
23-26 May 2014

Sponsored by: Nedbank Namibia and NatureFriend Safaris
1

1.

Background and Introduction

The MALTAS team started at 5:00 am on Friday the 23rd May, 2014, arrived in Tsumkwe around 1:00
pm and checked in the Tsumkwe Country Lodge to get settled in. After a few minutes the team
started with the work that was planned according to the agenda. Captain Kxao Kxami Community
Learning Development Centre was the first stop upon arrival and this was done to meet the
Tsumkwe community locals who were expecting us at the centre. Mr. Kudumo Wilbard, one of the
employees at the centre told us the people left the place because they were expecting us early in
the morning .We then had to wait 30mins for everyone to arrive. The guests then started trickling in
one by one and things started looking up. Our meeting finally commenced at 2:30 pm and the
MALTAS team proceeded with the introduction of the club and the purpose for our visit.
Contrary to popular belief, the community of Tsumkwe is a mixture of Herero, Ovambo, Nama and
Okavango tribes. The meeting was opened by Doctor Wilfred April who introduced himself and gave
the MALTAS members (including Esther Amutenya the 2014 MALTAS guest) a platform to introduce
themselves as well. The community members introduced themselves and told us why they were
with us that afternoon. MALTAS President, Mr Bathawab Bashir, gave an introduction on MALTAS
and a brief outlook of all our projects. The Locals had clearly stated that they came to this meeting to
find out about two major things namely:



How to start a business
How to successfully manage a business

The reasons for wanting to know these two things were;
1. They want to start new businesses because they don’t have jobs.
2. They want to provide for their families and survive.
The locals were later divided in two groups where one group discussed the accessible local products
and services in Tsumkwe while the 2nd group discussed the problems faced by the entrepreneurs in
Tsumkwe. The first group reported back that the accessible local products in Tsumkwe where Crafts
(Ostrich eggs, jewellery and wooden crafts, engraved elephants, tortoises and giraffes), Vegetation
and fruits, and dressmaking. The second group reported back on the problems faced by the Local
young entrepreneurs being that there is no market for their products. The businesses lack promotion
skills, they do not have a place to sell their products, the 2Ps (promotion and place) of the 4Ps (price,
promotion, place and product) of Marketing ventures are lacking. The second group also noted that
funds to start a business are scarce in Tsumkwe and encourage companies to give out loans to them
to start up their business.
We returned to the lodge, had dinner and rested for another working day which was meant to be
the following day.
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MALTAS TEAM AND COMMUNITY MEMBERS OF TSUMKWE

23-26 May, 2014


Solar Stove Excursion

8:30 am. We arrived at the Captain Kxao Kxami Community Learning Development Centre, were we
set up the stoves and put in a dozen of eggs.

8:50 am. Mr. Malake Mwezi, Secretary General of the MALTAS team 2014, then talked about
passion. He describes passion as the drive from ones heart, and what drives people to start
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something and not give up. He said passion is what allows you and causes you to go on even when
others say it’s impossible. He discussed the triple H of success that is the Head, Hands and the Heart.




Head- knowledge acquired theoretically. For example knowledge about the product, market,
and importance of the product to the people.
Hands- skills gained from working with the products.
Heart- where the passion comes from. Giving you the fuel that drives you onwards and
upwards

He further encouraged the people to re-examine their motives for starting businesses, not to just
use them as ‘get rich quick’ schemes.
9:05 am- Mr. Bathawab Bashir, President presented on Leadership.
He talked about leadership being the ability to manage all resources available to you. This
management involves controlling, planning, co-ordinating and organising resources in order to
achieve the goals set for the organization.
9:16 am- We prepared the bread and put it in the stove, and left for the cultural village. In the
cultural village they make crafts from ostrich eggs and tree back

During a talk with the village people, we found out that the main problem was marketing their
products. We suggested that they form a market place for the community, this can probably be done
by setting up stands by the road side to promote their businesses is someone can then buy their
products and take them to the city or even advertise for any tourist that comes to Tsumkwe.
MALTAS will also help advertise their business through the Namibian Broadcast Co-operation as well
as radio stations such as Base FM.
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12:25 pm- We visited the agricultural village. We met with the farm foreman Mr Andre Diergaardt
and he told us what the farm does and basically why the community seems not to benefit from the
farms anymore. Several questions were asked like;
1. Why don’t they cultivate on that particular farm?
2. Do they give any product to the community from the farm?
3. Who do they supply their meat to and how often do they supply the meat?
Most of the answers to these questions were ‘No’ because of conservancy interference and the
agricultural farm being owned by the government as the new owners unlike previous times where
the people had rights because the agricultural farm belonged to the public. At this time the farm
sells the cattle to MEATCO and place applications for tenders annually at different time intervals of
the year.
1:20 pm – we returned to the Captain Kxao Kxami Community Learning Development Centre and
found the bread and the eggs we put in the solar stoves earlier on readily prepared.
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SOLAR STOVE RESULTS

The two groups got their bread and shared amongst each other in the discussion room while the
projector and screen was prepared for a video that everyone was to watch after having the bread.
The video which is a motivational video by Nick Vujucic, which helps people to reach their full
potential and appreciate everything they have, was played for the two groups. Nick Vujucic who is
handicapped having no arms and legs inspired the community members in a great and positive way.
This was clearly seen after the event when they kept on talking about how the video motivated them
to go out and do what they are passionate about. The attendees learnt how to manage their
finances, use resources at their disposal, living up to their potential and committing to their values.
They also learnt that it is not how they look but their outlook which will help them achieve their
goals. Most importantly Passion drives their success.
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MALTAS TEAM WITH THE SAN PEOPLE IN THE VILLAGE

The MALTAS team then went back to the lodge where the members rested from the long day of
work. The team completed all the objectives that were set up before the trip and a great experience
and increase in knowledge was gained by all the members from this trip. It was greatly appreciated
by the people of Tsumkwe to be visited by the UNAM-MALTAS club and also learn the importance of
venturing into various businesses in the area of Tsumkwe. What was clear amongst everyone
involved and the MALTAS team was the fact that we were not the same anymore because each
group (MALTAS and the community) learnt something from each other.
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